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FIRST RECORDS OF THE WHI TF.-CHKF.KKD BULBUL FROM RIYADH, CENTRAL SAUDI ARABIA

Jihad Ramli & Michael C. Jennings

It was recorded in Sandgrouse 1 that the White-cheeked Bulbul Pycnonotus

- I'ur.'^-iys is .i common resident in Kuwait, coastal regions of bhe Eastern

Province of Saudi Arabia and Bahrain but rather scarce in southern parts of the

Arabian Gulf, (Bundy and Warr, 1980). In the same issue Jennings (1980) stated

that the species had never been recorded in central Arabia, that is, in the

vicinity of Riyadh.

It may be of interest that since 26th October 1981 J.R. has observed up to three

birds of this species in Riyadh. All three birds agreed with descriptions of birds

of this species which inhabit the Gulf region of Saudi Arabia and Bahrain. Some-

times they were seen in close association with the Black-capped Bulbul

P. xanthopygos , which is resident in the city.

On 12 January 1982, J.R. was able to examine a fourth but very distinct bird

(notably it had a dark breast), that had been caught alive by a child.

This fourth bird was later proved to have been an escaped cage bird which had

been imported to Riyadh by its owners from Iraq. Ripley 1951, described the birds

of eastern Saudi Arabia as P.l. dactylus and separated them from P. 1

.

mesopotamiae , the birds of southern Iraq, mainly by the former being paler and

less smoky on the breast. Later however, Vaurie 1959, assigned all birds of the

Arabian Gulf, Iraq and Iran to P.l. mesopotamiae .

In the wild the White-cheeked Bulbul is generally thought to be sedentary. How-

ever it is a popular cage bird in the Gulf towns and Bahrain and because of this

it would seem more likely that the original three birds were brought to Riyadh

as cage birds from the Eastern Province or somewhere else in the Gulf, than for

them to have got to the city by any natural means from those parts. Whatever

their origin it will be interesting to see if this species succeeds in establish-

ing itself at Riyadh and whether it will be able to colonise other

cultivated areas of central Arabia.
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AN AUTUMN MOVEMENT OF RAPTORS AT THE SOUTH-EAST CORNER OF THE CASPIAN SEA

- M R W Rands, C G R Bowden and P N Newton

Observations were made from 14.00 hrs to 16.00 hrs on 11 October 1978 approximately

one km. from the coast of the Caspian Sea and three km. north of Bandar-e-Shah

(37°N 54°E) in northern Iran. All individuals were flying parallel to the coast

within two km. from the water's edge.

Red Kite Milvus milvus . Two birds recorded.

Short-toed Eagle Circaetus gallicus . Two birds, both dark-headed.

Goshawk Accipiter gentilis . One adult female.

Steppe Buzzard Buteo buteo vulpinus . Two birds recorded.

Lesser Spotted Eagle Aquila pomarinus . 115 birds of which approximately half

were immatures.

Hobby /Red-footed Falcon Falco subbuteo/vespertinus . Four birds seen.

Lesser Kestrel Falco naumanni . On flock of 20.

These observations are the first published information of raptor migration at

this locality. Further coverage in this south-east corner of the Caspian Sea could

reveal significant raptor migration, enhancing our knowledge of the numbers and

status of species breeding in the remoter parts of the central USSR.



NOTFP ON SOME LIBYAN BIRDS N E Baker

Slavonian Grebe Podiceps auritus . A single bird was observed on 15.11.77 on a

large coastal pool 8km north of Benghazi.

Mute Swan Cygnus olor . A family party of eleven birds on a large coastal pool

8km north of Benghazi on 23.12.78. Two were adult birds and two of the party

were shot by wildfowlers.

White-tailed Plover Chettusia leucura . A single bird in coastal marshes 7km north

of Behghazi on 6.10.78.

Pectoral Sandpiper Calidris melanotos . An immature bird on a pool at El Haniyah

in the Jebel Akdar on 30.9.79.

Terek Sandpiper Xenus cinereus . Four birds on flooded coastal sebka within

Benghazi city boundary from 23.6.78 until 10.7.78. A single bird in Wadi

Kuff National Park on 7.9.79.

Grey Phalarope Phalaropus fulicarius . A single bird in coastal marshes 8km north

of Benghazion 26.12.78.

Moustached Warbler Acrocephalus melanopogon . A single bird in reeds 5km north

of Benghazi on 17.10.77.

Brambling Fringilla montifringilla . A male bird going into winter plumage 12km

south of Benghazi on 6.11.77.

AZRAQ WETLAND RESERVE, JORDAN - P J CONDER

After a somewhat gloomy report ( OSME Bull. 6-8) I am glad to report that water

is now being allowed to flow into the Azraq marshes from at least one of the

two springs that normally feed it. Mrs de Quidt, writing to me on 22 March

1982, had just visited the area and was told that pumping had stopped two

months previously, apparently permanently. She also wrote that there was

relatively little water in the main marsh, due she was told, to the fact that

the rains at Azraq were exceptionally poor last winter.
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The President of the Royal Society for the Conservation of Nature, Jordan,

had earlier delivered a speech in the Jordan Consultative Council condemning

the pumping of water from Azraq and showed how damaging this pumping was to

the fauna and flora, and it was as a result of this that pumping from those

springs was stopped. Apparently the Department of Antiquities will also clean

the springs of silt in order to reveal the old Roman walls that surround them.

RECENT REPORTS

North Yemen 1982

Among the more interesting species recorded during two expeditions (K. Brockie

in January /February and Richard Porter and Steen Christensen in March) were three

new birds for the Yemen: Banded Martin Fiparia cincta , Whi te-rumped Swift Apus

caffer and Dusky Warbler Phylloscopus fuscatus . Other unusual records were

wintering Great Black-headed Gulls Larus ichthyaetus on the Red Sea coast, the

discovery of at least three pairs of Verreaux ' s Eagle Aquila verreauxii (including

a nest with one young), displaying Golden Eagles Aquila chrysaetos , four Sacred

Ibises Threskiornis aethiopicus and at least twelve sightings of Yemen Warbler

Parisoma buryi
,
including pairs singing and carrying nesting material. One record

in particular is outstanding: the discovery of what may be a new bird for the

world but what must at least be a new sub-species; four babblers were found in

riverine scrub in the foothills; in size, shape and general plumage they were

similar to Arabian Babblers Turdoides squamiceps but had white faces, "moth-eaten"

greyish heads and orange-yellow bills.

Israel 1982

A wintering Black-throated Accentor Prunella atrogularis was still present in

March. In February Gannets Sula bassanu were observed daily along the

Mediterranean coast and a total of at least 600 Great White Egrets Egretta alba

were seen at Ma'agen Mikhael and Haifa. A harrier roost at Hula, in February

contained over 90 birds with 40 Marsh Harriers Circus aeruginosus and 50 Hen and

Pallid Harriers C . cyaneus and C . macrourus including at least 6 male Pallid. Also

in February a Desert Warbler Sylvia nana was seen 40km. north of Eilat. Interest-

ing spring records include Egyption Nightjar Caprimulgus aegyptius , Lesser Sand

Plover Charadrius mongolus and Hume's Lesser Whitethroat Sylvia althaea .
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LETTERS

Comments on certain records in Sandgrouse 2 and 3 and in OSMP', Bulletin No 6

The paper by Frank Walker (Sandgrouse 2:56-84) states that a Lesser Spotted Eagle

Aquila pomarina was observed on 11.12.78. The description of this bird does not

fit Lesser Spotted Eagle and it is either a Spotted Eagle A. clanga or a Steppe

Eagle Aquila nipalensis .

Short and Home (Sandgrouse 3:43-61) mention two Lesser Spotted Eagles passing

northwards on 27.2.79. My personal view is that they could just as easily be Steppe

Eagles considering the early date, which is just in the peak migration period

for the Steppe Eagle in Sinai. No mention is made of the features on which they

based their identification. Under Tawny Eagle Aqui l a rapax they postulate that

"Several of these were very pale grey-tan (North African A . r . belisarius ,
possibly)"

This statement seems doubtful as A . r . bel isarius is found in the Maghreb, south-

west Arabia and in the dry belt south of the Sahara. It has been reported twice

in Egypt and as very pale grey-tan Steppe Eagles can easily be seen at most ages

and there is nothing that supports A . r . bel i sar i us . I would also query the records

of Sooty Falcon Falco concolor in February as they normally occur much farther

south in winter and arrive in Israel in the latter half of May J

Meininger and Mullie (OSME Bulletin 6:2-5) record a Black Wheatear Penan the

leucura . The tail pattern clearly rules out White-crowned Black Wheatear 0.

leucopyga and although I don't say that the identification is necessarily wrong,

was it checked that the bird was not the 1 opistoleuca ' phase of the Eastern Pied

Wheatear 0. picata which is found in east Jordan and could straggle to Sinai as

well as the Black Wheatear. The 'opistoleuca' phase of 0. picata has, like the Black

Wheatear, a black head and belly and a complete black terminal tail band, but is

smaller. . .

Steen Christensen
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Raptor observations at Ein Giedi

I read, with interest, the paper by Christensen et al (Sandgrouse 3:1-42) on the

spring migration of raptors in Israel, with particular reference to the observations

at Ein Giedi.

I spent a short time at Ein Giedi from 14-16 April 1981 and noted a considerable

migration of birds in a north-westerly direction. On 15 April Black Kites and

Buzzards were flying NNE along the mountain slopes behind the field centre while

accipiters were observed flying across the Dead Sea in a NW direction and on meeting

the mountains they turned and continued NNE along the slopes. On 16 April, Steppe

Eagles, Black Kites, Buzzards and accipiters were generally using the NNW or NW

route over the Dead Sea, white vultures, Imperial, Spotted, Lesser Spotted and

Short- toed Eagles were moving NNE along the mountain slope. On both days the main

body of the migration was heading directly into the wind which was northerly on

the 15th and north-westerly on the 16th.

The composition of the raptors was also of interest as out of 1300 birds the

commonest were Steppe Buzzard/Buzzard (705), Sparrowhawk sp. (332), Black Kite

(135) and Steppe Eagle (66). Contrary to Christensen et al we saw few Short-toed

Eagles (11), Lesser Spotted Eagles (8), Egyptian Vultures (8) and Long-legged

Buzzards ( 2 )

.

Can these differences be accounted for solely by the fact that my observations

were four or five days later than the latest referred to in the paper?

D Brazier

Levant Sparrowhawk at Eilat

During spring 1980 D Parmenter, R Kelly and myself were present at Eilat. On the

late afternoon of 16th April we observed a flock of approximately 2000 Levant

Sparrowhawks Accipiter brevipes passing over the town at roof-top height. A sizeable

proportion of the flock came to roost in the kibbutz while others continued north-

ward. We saw a further 330 birds on 17th and 170 on 19th April. Although the figure

of the flock was approximated it is well in excess of the total recorded by

Christensen et al (Sandgrouse 3:19).

M Kenephik
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Somo notes to Sutherland & Brooks' paper on migration of RaptoTK etc ;<L the Be lcn

Pass, southern Turkey ( "Sandgrouse " 2 : 1-21, 1981
)

Surely a very valuable contribution to our knowledge of bird migration in this

area quite near to the Syrian frontier and especially welcomed by the writer who

studied similar problems there from 1953 to the 1960 's. However I do not believe

it sufficiently correct that an international scientific journal should quote

only papers in English, without any regard on relevant publications in German,

French, Spanish and (if translated or with summary) Russian language. It might

be worth noting R. Hudson's remark. (Bird Study, Vol. 28 p. 74): "it is a pity

that the traditional British laziness about mastering foreign languages will

prevent its (concerning a new German Handbook) being used as widely in these

islands as it ought". Therefore the papers of Alleon <S- Vian (1869/73), Kruper &

Hartlaub (1875), Mathey-Dupraz (1923/25), Steinfatt (1930), Kumerloeve &

Niethammer (1935), Mauve (1938), Ritzel (1980) etc should be mentioned concerning

the Bosphorus NW-Anatolian bird migration; for that over the Lebanon,

Kumerloeve (1962a) in English J, (1962b) in German and for Syria, Kumerloeve

(1968). With regard to the south-eastern Turkish area of Gavur Daglari (Amanus)

- Belen Gecidi (Pass) - Amik Golu (Lake of Antioch) - Iskenderun Korfezi (Gulf

of Iskenderun/Alexandrette ) it seems necessary to refer to my both papers (1963,

1966/67) on the avifauna of Amik Golu (which is now destroyed by stupid drainage)

and its environments: with migration data of raptors, storks, pelicans etc.

The above mentioned references are contained in the chronological bibliography

at the end of 'The History of Ornithology in Turkey', OST Bird report 1970-1973:

289-319, with the exception of the following:

Kumerloeve, H. (1962a): Notes on the birds of the Lebanese Republic.

Iraq Natur. Hist. Mus . Publ. 20/21, 80 pp

(1962b): Einige Bemerkungen uber Greifvogeldurchzug im

libanesisch-syrischen Raum. D. Vogelwarte 21, 3:202-204

1967/69): Recherches sur l'avifaune de la Republique arabe

syrienne. Alauda 35/37, 123 pp

Ritzel, L. (1980): Der Durchzug von Greifvogeln und Storchen uber den

Bosporus im Fruhjahr 1978. D. Vogelwarte 30, 3:149-162.

H Kumerloeve
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REVIEWS

An Atlas of the Birds of the Weste rn Palearctic - C Harrison. 1982.

322 pages, 693 maps, over 800 line drawings. Collins, London, £12.95.

This book is more than just an account of breeding bird distribution in western

Eurasia and northern Africa; it is an attempt to explain present-time distri-

butions against the historical background of the Pleistocene period with its

tremendous climatic and vegetational changes.

Perhaps the most important part of the whole book is the first, in which map

interpretation is very fully discussed by Dr Harrison dealing with various aspects

of climate, vegetation which are not treated in most bird books excepting Voous 1 s

European atlas which is now out of print. Essentially, the emphasis is upon the

ecological aspects of bird biogeography and it is probably wise to refrain from

detailed discussion of the systematics of the birds included in this book. The

distinction between "ecological counterpart" and "replacement species" is made

clear but perhaps it might have been helpful to have given some examples.

In the second, main part of the book, each species is shown on a map with an

accompanying text in which that species' ecology is explained. What _is the western

Palearctic? The one-species maps omit south Arabia, which is certainly in the

western Palearctic, and in the east, do not reach the Yenisei valley which is

where Hooded Crow meets and hybridizes with the eastern Carrion Crow in a narrow

hybrid zone. Nor does it reach the western Altai, where many western birds reach

their eastern limits meeting eastern Palearctic forest species, and the west

Turkestan deserts and western Tianshan foothills are, on balance, best included

within the Western Palearctic area, as should the whole of Iran, for the same

reason

.

Many species-group maps show breeding ranges of closely-related species such as

buzzards Buteo , the Ringed Plover group, and the more complicated species like

the flava wagtails, the Great Tit, and the Eurasian Jay.

The maps are good and clear; given their smallness, they have been well plotted

and well printed. I particularly like No. 659 showing the Garrulus jays and the

areas occupied by the 8 subspecies-groups of our transeurasian species and regret

that a similiar map was not done to show the rather complicated character-biogeo-

graphy of the Horned Lark (I stand with Meinertzhagen over the English name of

this bird) with its tundra, alpine, steppe/prairie and desert populations in

Eurasia and North America. Of errors, I can find only one glaring example: No.

399, relating to Dupont's Lark, shows populations on the southern edge of the
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Sahara - obviously an unfortunate transposition of the data relating to the

following map No. 400) showing Dunn's Lark.

All the western Palearctic species and a number of extra-1 imital ones are

illustrated by line drawings which are generally good, but some species do not

look "right". Caption errors detected are the owl labelled "Collared Owlet" which

should be "Collared Scops Owl" and the wagtail named as "Japanese Wagtail" is not

grandis but the black-backed streakeyed Motacilla alba lugens . A selected bibli-

ography and indices for English and scientific names conclude the book.

These few criticisms apart, author, printer and publisher arc to be congratulated

upon having produced a fine book well bound and wrapped in a space-age dust jacket

showing Greylags in lieu of satellites over Europe and the Mediterranean. No

serious student of birds can be without this book upon his bookshelf.

D T Lees-Smith

The Scientific Results of the Oman Flora and Fauna Survey 1977 (Dhofar)

Editors: S N Shaw Reade, J B Sale, M D Gallagher and R H Daly 1980. Journal of

Oman Studies Special Report No 2. 400 pages, 155 colour plates, 51 black and

white plates. Available from Element Books Ltd. £20.00.

Where in the world can an abundant species of tree be discovered to be new to

science? This report describes such a place and such a tree ( Anogeissus dhofarica

together with numerous other discoveries. The area described is Dhofar in Oman,

southern Arabia, an area which until recently has been closed to western

scientists because of traditional insularity and local wars. The collection of

papers in this volume describes in detail an area that is extraordinary in Arabia

for its monsoon climate which swathes the hills in mists for two summer months,

giving thirty rain days. This ameliorates the aridity typical of the Arabian pen-

insular and allows the growth of forest and short and long grasslands, together

with their dependent faunas.

One of the reasons for the survey was to suggest how development of the area can

make the most of traditional land use practices and the natural systems associated

with them. Thus the first two chapters on environment and ecology clearly describe

the special features of the area and the underlying dynamics. The complex reasons
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why the cattle of the mountain people clo not overgraze the grassland is of more

than ] ocal importance on a planet where all semi-arid and arid areas suffer from

overgrazing. Other sections of the volume are inevitably less ecological and

specialist taxonomic papers are included on vegetation; marine, fresh water and

land molluscs; Acridoidea (including a description of a new genus of grasshopper

represented by Omania splendens ); dragonflies; lepidoptera; sphecid wasps; bee-

flies; scorpions; ticks; reptiles and mammals. Hiding behind a cumbersome title

about ophthalmotrophic behaviour there is a brief but intriguing paper on moths

which are specialised to feed on the lachrymal secretions of the eyes of camels J

The paper on birds would have served the purpose of the survey better if there

was a greater emphasis upon habitat, with more descriptions of the important

features of locations where aggregations were seen, with details of counts, in

addition to the species by species accounts. Counts would have provided an

indication of the value and importance of different sites and would have furnished

a base-line for long term work.

Along with its predecessor "On an expedition in northern Oman", this is a

fascinating work, indispensable for the general and specialist biologist as well

as to anyone involved in industrial or agricultural development in Oman. It is

only marred by a failure to edit out repetition resulting from most specialist

contributors giving a general description of Dhofar at the beginning of each of

the papers. It is beautifully produced with good line drawings, maps and colour

photographs of habitat and some of the more important or unusual species they

contain.

Other developing countries would do well to follow Oman's example and have their

own journal of research where information specifically on their country is made

easily available for scientists and decision makers alike.

Paul Munton
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Inland Birds of Saudi Arabia - Jill Silsby, 160 pages, 227 colour plates and maps.

Immel, London. £12.95

Those interested in identification will have great fun with this book: racing

through the pictures to spot the mistakes. "Is it a Knot?", "No, surely it's a

Little Stint"; "That's not a Reed Bunting, it's a Water Pipit". But stop and think

- just where could you find such a collection of photographs of birds of a

comparatively unknown region?

Let me try to describe the product. It is 160 pages long, medium-sized format,

stuffed with 227 original and often unique photographs though several are not

sharp. Grey Hypocolius, adult Steppe Eagle, Hoopoe Lark, White-throated Robin,

Pink-breasted (Dusky Turtle) Dove, juvenile Pratincole, Lesser and Greater Sand-

plovers, Terek Sandpiper, Oriental White-eye to name just a few are all very

useful references.

However, at least 16 of the birds are incorrectly identified. Even worse there

is a pretence to identification. The caption to one illustration reads "Compare

the shape of the head of this Icterine Warbler with that of the Phylloscopus

species such as Chiffchaff and Willow Warbler. Note the flatter forehead and

longer bill". The bird illustrated is a Willow Warbler.' Other misidenti fications

include Honey Buzzard which is a Steppe Buzzard, Bittern which is an adult Night

Heron, Little Stint which is a Dunlin, Broad-billed Sandpiper which is a Dunlin,

Finsch's Wheatear which is a Desert Wheatear, Bar-tailed Desert and Dunn's Lark

which are both Desert Larks. In addition to the photographs the text accompanying

each picture covers identification, habitat and status in Arabia and sadly there

are mistakes here too. Several scientific names are wrongly spelt and the

comments on range and distribution are sometimes incorrect or misleading. For

example Little Stint is stated as possibly breeding in central Arabia, Lesser

Grey Shrike is said to winter and Indian Purple Sunbird it is claimed breeds.

Hume's Tawny Owl is not a race of Tawny (which the text states) but a species in

its own right. I found at least 25 other such errors.

To be honest the whole book gives the impression it has been put together in a

hurry and without proper consultation with those who know the area well and the

species which occur in it.
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Nevertheless, I have obtained a copy because books on this part of the world are

so few and far between and the pictures are an interesting source of reference.

It is not, though, a book for beginners nor those who are not sufficiently

experienced to be able to tip-toe through the errors.

Richard Porter

OSPRFY AF HURGHDK
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TREVOR HAJLLAM

The news that Trevor Hal lam, a founder of the Bahrain Natural History Society,

had died accidentally on Bahrain on 25 December 1981, was sad indeed.

Trevor had been resident on Bahrain for several years and was clearly the

focal point of ornithology on the island. A key figure in the founding of

the Bahrain NHS in the late 1970s, he served as Chairman/Editor initially

and was largely responsible for the first two excellent annual reports of

that Society. As an experienced field ornithologist he contributed a major

part of the ornithological data published in the monthly newsletter of the

Bahrain NHS. A helpful correspondent and dedicated conservationist, Trevor's

main interest was perhaps ringing. In recent years he paid special attention

to trying to establish something of the wintering grounds and movements of

the White-cheeked Terns Sterna repressa
,
through ringing young birds at the

colonies on the island. Sadly, he never saw any of the fruits of his

ambitious colour ringing and marking programme for the species on which he

embarked during the 1981 breeding season. One of his important successes

was being privileged to visit and record the avifauna of the poorly known

Howar Islands, a Bahrain dependency off the coast of Qatar. His discoveries

there included breeding Sooty Falcon Falco concolor and Caspian Tern Sterna

caspia .

Trevor's authority and dedication contributed much to what we know of Arabian

Gulf birds.

Michael Jennings

PROFESSOR KURT KOSSWIG

We are very sorry to learn of the death in April of one of Turkey's most

ardent conservationists, Professor Kurt Kosswig. He was 78.

Professor Kosswig, who was born in Germany, was an imposing figure with

Attaturk-like eyebrows. As a hydro-biologist, he taught both in Germany and

Turkey and made a significant contribution to Turkish wildlife conservation.

Through his position he taught biology to many thousands of Turkish students;

he will, however, probably be remembered more for his discovery of the

breeding heron, spoonbill and egret colonies on Lake Manyas where he later

helped establish the Kus Cenneti (Bird Paradise) Reserve. This is one of

the most important water bird colonies in Europe and the Middle East which

each year attracts many thousands of visitors. It will hopefully remain as

a tribute to this avid Turcophile.
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I .

Included in the envelope with the bulletin are a set. of accounts of the

Society for the year ended 31.12.81. The accounts were provisionally approved

by Council in April following audit by Messrs Arthur Andersen & Co. Members

will probably be most interested to see that there was an excess of £1294

income over expenditure during the year, after paying for Sandgrouse 3. The

net assets at the end of the year stood at £1933. This strong financial

position of the Society will ensure that the annual subscription for 1983

will be pegged at the level of the previous two years. (See details elsewhere

in this bulletin).

2.

The payment of subscriptions and for sales items by non-sterling cheques

continues to cause a few problems, but thankfully most members are now aware

of the formula, ie. add £1 to the sum due to cover bank charges before

converting at the current exchange rate. However, there has been one recent

development in the international monetary scene which is particularly worthy

of note by a few members. This is that the Irish Pound is no longer

equivalent to Sterling. Therefore, members and customers wishing to make

payments in Irish Republic £ banknotes or with cheques drawn on a bank in

the Irish Republic must make provision in the money they send for exchange

costs. (Unfortunately with the Irish Pound slipping slightly against

Sterling, to pay a £5 subscription, currently IR £7 must be sent). An

information sheet detailing the various ways of making payments to the Society

in foreign currency is available on request.

Michael Jennings

SANDGROUSE 4

The deadline for the next issue of Sandgrouse

is 31st July 1982 and all contributions for this

issue should reach the editor before then.

Contributions should be sent to Sandgrouse Editor,

OSME, c/o The Lodge, Sandy, Bedfordshire,

SG19 2DL, England.
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REQUESTS

l-KTKA: SOUTHERN JORDAN

jorr, Wittenberg has written to say he is researching the ornithology of»J *etrn

and near-by regions in southern Jordan. He would be very interested to hear- from

any member who has unpublished field observations of the area and would be grateful

to receive copies of expedition reports, reprints, etc which relate to southern

Jordan. (Please write to - Jorg Wittenberg, Dehnhaide 31; D-2000 Hamburg 76, West

Germany )

.

Sul tansazligi

This internationally important wetland is at present the subject of a WWF/1UCN

project to study the effect of man on it. It is regarded by local villagers as

a source of economic income through reed-cutting, hunting etc. In order to

convince both villagers and responsible authorities that it is important to

conserve this area as it stands other economic facts must be considered. Tourism,

we think, is both a source of income to local inhabitants and a kind of insurance

to conserve its ecological assets. By encouraging people to visit this area,

especially a part of an organised tour the attraction of this area may help to

preserve it. We would like to appeal to individuals and tour companies to visit

the area and to make their interest in it known.

Resit Akcakaya

Ataturk Bulvari 243/A

No 22, Kavaklidere

Ankara

Turkey

Records from Sultansazligi
, Turkey

In order to write an avifauna of Sultansazligi, Kayseri Province in Central

Anatolia (the area is also known as Kurbaga Golu ) I am collecting data of this

important wetland. I would be glad to receive any records ,
including those ai ready

sent to OST/OSME. All who make their data available will be fully acknowledged

and will also receive a free copy of the avifauna after its publication. As I am

completing the manuscript soon, I would be grateful for a prompt reply.

Max Kasparek

Guvenlik cad

Bi lener Apt 21/6 •

A. Ayranci

Ankara

Turkey



OVERDUE SUBSCRIPTIONS

There are still many members who have not paid their subscriptions for 1981. If

you are one of these, you are reminded that Sandgrouse No 3 has been withheld

pending payment. This issue was published in November 1981 and it has been well

received by the ornithological press. We shall be pleased to forward your copy

on receipt of your remittance - until then, it is regretted that no further

bulletins will be sent.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BIRDS OF NORTH-WEST SAUDI ARABIA

The OSME Sales Office no longer has copies of A Check-list of the birds of Tabuk
,

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia by Arthur Stagg (1979) in stock. However the author has

advised that in conjunction with Frank Walker, a recent resident of Tabuk, he

has completely updated the list to produce a 1982 edition. The new edition is

not available from OSME Sales but copies can be obtained direct from the author

at the following address.

Arthur Stagg

c/o BAC Ltd

PO Box 1271

Khamis Mushait

Saudi Arabia

Please include two £1 banknotes with your request to cover return airmail and

packaging expenses.

CORRESPONDING MEMBER: EGYPT

Members will wish to know that SHERIF M BAHA (4 ISMAIL EL MAZNI , FLAT NO 8

HELIOPOLIS, CAIRO) has agreed to be corresponding member in Egypt and members

hoping to visit Egypt or needing advice/information on that country should get

in touch with Sherif.
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THE BIRDS
p% OF SAUDI ARABIA
^ A CHECK-LIST

MICHAEL C. JENNINGS

Tim in the first time that an attempt has been made to

delineate the range and occurrence of all the 413 or so

bird species which have been recorded within the

modern boundaries of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Uniquely situated. Saudi Arabia has an avifauna which
is a rich mixture :>l species from several different faunal

regions I'alaearctic species predominate, including

I'rcmian region birds which inhabit the deserts and
temperate relict species which inhabit the Heja/ and
Asir mountains Elements of the Afrotropical and
Oriental faunal regions are represented among the I ^11

or mure breeding species In addition to the residents

there are some .''(Ml species which pass over the country

twice each year on migration, between lurasia. Africa

and India

for each species there is an account of its occurrence and
status in each part of the country as well as habitat notes
and comments on the literature or older records. 117
sketch maps show the suggested breeding range of the
majority of landbirds; the most comprehensive attempt
yet lo define the breeding range of many species resident
in Arabia
The several appendices include a discussion on the 42
species which, in the author's view, have been
erroneously published as occurring in Saudi Arabia
There is a full hihliography. with reference to some 141

papers relevant to Saudi Arabian ornithology and a
comprehensive ga/ctteer. A few species are illustrated
by the particularly attractive line drawings of Or C.J.I'.
Coombs

Published and distributed by the author. 1981

ISBN 0 9507405 0 0

112 pages ( A5 size ). Paperback.

Price £6.30, postfree ( or £7.30 airmail )

1 To M.C. Jennings, 10, Mill Lane, Whittlesford, Cambridge, England.

I Please send me copy/copies of THE BIRDS OF SAUDI ARABIA: A CHECK LIST.
'

^
I enclose £ cheque/postal order/international money order, made payable to 'M.C.Jennings'

^

I (Or credit UK GIRO No. 50 851 7206).

From .

I I

Tick box if required airmail I I Date


